
Name: _________________________________________________________Hour:___________ 

4th Quarter Book Talk Form 
Directions: As SOON as you finish your book, please fill out this form.  
On the back of this form, please PICK TWO of the literary terms listed in the box below to 
apply to your book. Please try to choose different terms for each book.  Please include a 
quote from the book to illustrate the literary term (with page #) and a four sentence 

explanation or literary analysis of your term. It must be complete, well-thought out non-fiction writing with your 
analysis and explanation.  This must be almost-to-8th-grade work! 
The title of my book is ___________________________________________________ Pages: __________ 
The author of my book is _________________________________________________ 
Parent signature verifying reading, if book is also a movie: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________

LITERARY TERMS/DEVICES 
* main idea (no quote/analysis/page # needed) 	 	 	 *inciting incident & climax 	 	  
* symbolism 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 *parallel structure 	 	 	  
* tone/mood	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 *setting (all three parts)	 	 	  
*  assonance	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 *consonance 
* conflict 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 *irony 
* Brush Stroke or Writing Technique (NO onomatopoeia)		 *foil  
* characterization (2 different types + 2 quotes and page #s. Also, need analysis) 

Literary term: Genre  ____________________________  (identify the genre) 
In complete sentences, provide evidence your book is the selected genre.  Give at least two reasons why. 

Literary term: Theme  (DO NOT USE “ NEVER GIVE UP” or any variation of that theme)
What is a possible theme or message for this novel? (it’s not just one word; EXPAND on your idea) 
The author believes....

Explain how the theme applies to the reading.  (What happened in the plot that led you to this theme?)

Provide evidence of this theme using a quote from the book. Please include a page number.



* Who is the protagonist? ______________________________________________________
* Who is the antagonist? _______________________________________________________
* The book is written in  _________________ POV from _________________________________’s perspective. 

Literary term: Cause and Effect.  Complete thoughts/sentences.  
List THREE different causes and the corresponding effects. List page #s for both.  
CAUSE EFFECT

1.

2. 

3. 

1. Literary term: ____________________
Please provide a quote and page number.  Please include a four sentence analysis of technique or term.

2. Literary term: ____________________
Please provide a quote and page number.  Please include a four sentence analysis of technique or term.


